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Late Breaking News: 

 Happy New Year 

 BIIA Network on LinkedIn now 2,230 members strong 

 BIIA website traffic continues to rise  

 Eurotechnopanic – European Publishers’ Fight Against Digital 
Progress 

 Australia Begins a Cyber-security Overhaul 

 Member News: 

 Bisnode Germany Launches Online Directory 

 Bisnode Q3 Revenue Growth Flat 

 Creditsafe: Recruitment industry recalibrates in line with economic 
recovery 

 BOL – Q3 2014 revenues up 42% 

 DueDil goes international 

 Encompass in deal with SAI Global 

 HG Data expands coverage footprint to Asia-Pacific and Europe 

 HG Data private vendor watch-list profile: Value added content 
through advanced data science 

Industry News: 

 Bürgel launches manager network powered by Axon Insight 

 Onvia Q3 revenues up 5% 

 Amazon to take on Yelp and Angie’s List 

 UK Payday Lenders face a day of reckoning 

 Acxiom and DMG in strategic alliance 

 Acxiom Q2 2014 revenues down 3% 

 Hart Hanks Q3 2014 revenues flat 

Big Data and Predictive Analytics 

 FirstRain API launched 

Regulatory News 

 Urgent calls for FHFA to ‘Update Credit Models as Soon as 
Possible” 

 Member Alert:  Regulatory Updates October/November 2014 
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HAPPY NEW YEAR  
 

As the year of 2014 draws to a close 

the directors of BIIA wish all our friends 

in the Business Information Industry a 

wonderful Christmas and Holiday 

Season and a successful New Year. 

We thank you for your support and look 

forward to seeing you in 2015 at the 

BIIA 10
th
 Anniversary Conference in 

October 2015. 

 

David Worlock Enrico Lodi Mark Cochrane 

L Tsong D. Knowles Ruth Stevens 

Gareth Jones J. Roberts L. Yee 

Adrian Ashurst Peter Villa Dan Meder 

J.C. Bartels 
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LATE BREAKING NEWS 
 

BIIA Network on LinkedIn 

The BIIA Network Group on LinkedIn has doubled its membership during the past twelve months.  We are posting 

some of the more controversial topics on LinkedIn to stimulate discussion.  We have a few regular contributors, 

and we hope that over time the group becomes more active.  We are asking our members to contribute to the BIIA 

Network on LinkedIn or participate in discussions.  As far as we can determine the BIIA Network Group is driving 

some traffic to the BIIA Website. 

BIIA Website Traffic  

  

BIIA Website traffic continues to grow which is an expression of the value of this reference site to the membership.   

Returning visitor count is 25% and the bounce rate is improving.  The content of the BIIA website stands at 5,400 

and is growing.  As of November 30
th

 BIIA has issued  727 passwords.   
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LATE BREAKING NEWS 
 

Eurotechnopanic - European Publishers' Fight Against Digital Progress 

Vitriolic commentary about Google is prevalent throughout the European media, thus it appears that EU policy 

makers have become hostage to the newspaper Industry.    

Policy makers tend to cuddle up to the press because they need their endorsements at election time.  Why should 

it be different in this case? The publishers tend to take the position if you can’t beat Silicon Valley, call for antitrust 

to punish success.  Perhaps it is the frustration about the inability to innovate and to compete.  Censorship may 

loom and where is the voice of the user? 

The CEO of Axel Springer, who is leading the charge against Google, has sent a team of his men to Silicon Valley 

to write a book about the apparent misdeeds of the high tech companies residing there.  He also sent a team of 

executives to Silicon Value to find out how to make money in digital media.  Why did they not go there 10 years 

ago?  Furthermore, why did they not learn from Baidu of how to compete against Google in home markets?  

Instead of fighting Google, they should welcome new technologies, says Jeff Jarvis, an American journalist, 

professor, public speaker and former television critic. He advocates the Open Web and argues that there are 

many social and personal benefits to living a more public life on the internet.  The well-known German newspaper 

'Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung' (FAX) refused to publish Jeff Jarvis's article.  Nevertheless another German 

newspaper 'Die Zeit' printed the article in full.  Perhaps 'Die Zeit' is not afraid of criticism.   

We (BIIA) are not bashful either and we recommend our members in Europe and elsewhere to take the content of 

this document to heart.  To download the document click on this link 

Australia Begins a Cyber-security Overhaul 

Speaking at the launch of the new Australian Cyber Security Centre in Canberra recently, prime minister Tony 

Abbott put network security on par with physical security as a guarantor of economic security and added “it is so 

important we keep one step ahead of this particular game” because the last such review was in 2008 and “in this 

area that is several lifetimes”. 

The review will be conducted by a panel comprising Business Council of Australia CEO Jennifer Westacott, 

Telstra CISO Mike Burgess, Australian Strategic Policy Institute international cyber policy director Tobias Feakin 

and Cisco's US chief security officer John Stewart. he panel has been given four jobs: 

 Assess the risk of cyber-attacks in the public and private sectors with a view to making our online systems 

more resilient to attack; 

 Examine how government and industry can better work together to reduce the risk of cyber-attacks; 

 Assess how Government protects its networks and information; and 

 Work to ensure we are one step ahead of the threats to government networks and critical infrastructure. 

The panel has six months to "explore how industry and the government can work together to make our online 

systems more resilient against attacks" and "look for practical ways to improve our national security and work with 

business to make online commerce more secure". 

The new Centre brings together the network security arms of several Australian government agencies, namely the 

Australian Crime Commission, the Australian Federal Police, the cyber elements of the Australian Security 

Intelligence Organization (ASIO), the Australian Signals Directorate and the Attorney General’s Department 

Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT) Australia.   theregister     Courtesy Cyber Security Intelligence  
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MEMBER NEWS 
 

Bisnode Germany Launches Online Directory 

Bisnode Germany announced the launch of „Bisnode Branchenverzeichnis“, an 

online b2b directory.  The newly conceptionalized Online-Directory contains 

information on approximately five million German companies.  Completeness, 

accuracy and timeliness of data are verified by Bisnode.  The Online-Directory 

went live on November 18th providing a variety of features permitting companies 

to add relevant data to their profiles:  Logos, pictures, video, social media accounts such as Facebook, or Twitter.   

„Bisnode GEPRÜFT“ or „Bisnode VERIFIED“ is a seal indicating correctness and actuality of data contained in the 

respective company profiles. 

Source:  Bisnode Germany 

Bisnode Q3 Revenue Growth Flat 

Bisnode’s Q3 2014 consolidated revenue amounted to SEK 860 million (867).  

Organic revenue growth was -0.8 per cent (-1.7).  Operating profit (EBITA) was 

SEK 56 million (61).  Operating margin (EBITA) was 6.5 per cent (7.1).  Operating 

profit (EBITA) excluding capital gains and losses and non-recurring items was 

SEK 73 million (107)- Non-recurring restructuring costs in the quarter amounted 

to SEK 18 million (46Cash flow from operating activities was SEK 38 million (58). 

Lars Pettersson, CEO of Bisnode commented on the results:   “Bisnode operates in a fundamentally attractive 

and underpenetrated market with an ever-increasing need for business information and decision 

support.”     

We are continuing to develop Bisnode, decisively and with a high tempo and determination. On 22 September we 

launched the next stage of a plan that is aimed at accelerating the transformation of Bisnode into a strategic 

partner of decision support to new and existing customers. 

To optimize resource utilization and secure investment in scalable product platforms, we have chosen to 

centralize our IT and product development functions. At the same time, we will retain geographical closeness to 

our approximately 170,000 customers throughout Europe. The combination of local customer understanding and 

common platforms is a fundamental component of our future strategy. We have also launched investments in 

strategic HR. Bisnode’s success will be built by dedicated employees, and we are now raising our ambition further 

to creating the best workplace for ambitious people who want to work at the leading edge of technology. 

Most of Bisnode’s revenue and profit is generated in the Nordic region. To strengthen the focus on the Nordic 

countries, we have chosen to disband Region Nordic and instead allow the Nordic countries to report directly to 

the CEO.  Our deep and strategic partnership with D&B has continued to progress in the right direction. Bisnode is 

Europe’s largest partner to D&B and we are convinced that the modernization and updating now taking place at 

D&B will benefit Bisnode and Bisnode’s customers. 

Source: Bisnode Earnings Release 
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MEMBER NEWS 
 

Creditsafe: Recruitment Industry Recalibrates in Line with Economic Recovery 

 Last year 1,489 new recruitment companies were established in the UK 

 Average credit rating of recruitment firms rose from 46.8 in 2012 to 49.0 

in 2013 

 Proportion of recruitment firms in lowest Creditsafe rating band fell 

from 15.4% to 12.4% 

The UK recruitment industry is in good shape and ready to meet the demands of a rejuvenated economy and job 

market, according to new analysis from Creditsafe. 

During the recession, poorly managed and over leveraged recruitment companies went out of business and only 

the strongest survived. There were 229 fewer recruitment companies in existence at the end of 2013 than at the 

same time in 2012 (23,323). Creditsafe’s analysis indicates many recruitment companies were ill equipped to 

survive the prolonged effects of the financial downturn. While in sectors such as the construction industry the 

‘pain’ was felt earliest during the recession, with firms rapidly entering insolvency, the analysis reveals that for 

many professional services firms the pain was felt later with firms going under while the economy was actually 

starting to pick up on a macro level. 

While hundreds of established firms struggled at the start of the up-turn, the environment did also provide a fertile 

environment for new market entrants. The research revealed 1,489 new recruitment companies set up shop in 

2013, representing 6.4% of the total of 23,352 registered firms. 

Creditsafe’s credit ratings, which are powerful predictors of company insolvency, improved for recruitment firms 

from 46.8 to 49.0 between 2012 and 2013. A further indicator of the changing profile of the creditworthiness of 

recruitment firms was the fact that just 12.4% were in Creditsafe’s highest risk band in 2013 compared to 15.4% in 

2012 while one-in-eight (12.3%) were found in the lowest risk band in 2013, compared to just 10.6% in 2012*. 

Creditsafe’s analysis further shows that the UK recruitment sector remains largely a home-grown business. 

Despite the ‘globalization’ of the labor market only 1.8% of recruitment and labor agencies have an ultimate 

‘foreign’ owner, although this is higher than other professional services sectors such as accountancy and legal 

services where the percentages are 0.2% and 0.6% respectively.   Source: Creditsafe UK 

BOL – Business Online Thailand Q3 2014 Revenues Up 42% 

Bangkok-based business information provider, Business Online (BOL), announced its financial 

results for the quarter ended 30
th

 September 2014.  Revenues for the quarter were US$3.8 

million, a jump of 42% over the same quarter last year. Net income in the quarter was up 21%, 

amounting to US$662,000. 

BOL also released results for the nine months ended 30
th
September. Revenues during this 

period were US$10.1 million, a 17% increase from the same period in 2013. Net income was up 18% year-on-year 

to US$1.8 million. Diluted earnings per share for the nine-month period were Baht 0.08 (US$0.0025).  Source: 

Business Strategies Group  Hong Kong  -  www.bsgasia.com  
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MEMBER NEWS 
 

DueDil Goes International 

DueDil, the UK business information start-up has announced the launch of its international service.  Available to 

Enterprise customers, Duedil international reports provide comprehensive information and financials for the 

following European countries, as well as the coverage we already offer for England, Wales, Northern Ireland, 

Scotland and the Republic of Ireland: 

Belgium Czech Republic Germany Finland France 

Hungary Ireland Iceland Italy Lithuania 

Luxembourg Malta Netherland Norway Poland 

Portugal Sweden Slovakia   

An International report includes: 

Company officers, current and 

previous 

Outstanding and satisfied 

mortgages 

Shareholder details 

Corporate family 

Document filing history 

Industry comparison 

Credit score and creditworthiness 

Credit limit 

 

Recent influential factors 

County court judgments 

Up to three years of financial 

accounts 

 

Source:  DueDil 
 

Encompass in Deal with SAI Global 

Encompass and SAI Global have today announced a deal 

granting SAI Global exclusive, perpetual rights for the visual 

information management solution Encompass in Australia. 

The agreement, which was announced at SAI Global’s Annual General Meeting in Sydney, was described as a 

strategic win for the ASX listed company.  SAI Global will gain a significant competitive advantage by securing 

these rights.  The transaction is timely for Encompass as its plans to launch in the UK will be accelerated by the 

additional revenue generated through the agreement with SAI Global.   

Encompass has had a significant impact in its short time in the market and altered the way people perceive and 

use commercial information from regulatory sources like ASIC, land title offices and the PPS register.  This 

disruption has not gone unnoticed by the biggest market players, who have scrambled to produce copy-cat 

visualization products yet failed to deliver.  Encompass Chief Executive Officer Wayne Johnson said “This deal 

brings the innovation of a highly effective and impactful start up together with the power of a public company with 

significant resources and capital to revolutionize the commercial information market.”   

Source:  Encompass 
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MEMBER NEWS 
 

HG Data Expands Coverage Footprint to Asia-Pacific and Europe 

A pioneer in reporting on the use of enterprise technology, HG Data 

Company is expanding its geographic footprint in 2015.  Initially with its 

launch in the U.S. in 2010, it became best known for its unique ability in 

tracking the presence of more than 4000 IT products and technologies at more than 1 million business 

locations in North America. 

Effective next year, the HG Data coverage map is expanding to include 37 additional territories, primarily across 

APAC and EMEA. 

Just as the company does in the U.S., it is going to market through a two-prong effort. “While we continue to sell 

directly to the largest multinational tech companies, in many territories our focus will be distribution through 

resellers who have local sales assets,” explained HG Data President Tim Baskerville. 

The company leverages natural language processing to determine which specific hardware, software and 

technology services are deployed within an organization. The most common use case is producing B2B marketing 

and sales leads. 

To feed the voracious appetite of its thousands of algorithms, in specific territories HG Data is also licensing in 

firmagraphic intelligence and other data categories which are combined with the company’s proprietary industry-

specific intelligence. 

Prospective distributors may contact tim.baskerville@hgdata.com. Prospective licensors may 

contact ryan@hgdata.com.    15 W. Figueroa Street, Santa Barbara, CA 93101 USA     www.hgdata.com 

HG Data Private Vendor Watchlist Profile: Value-Added Content Through 

Advanced Data Science 

IDC recently published a report on HG Data.  The IDC Insight analyzes HG Data, a company playing in the value-

added content market, and reviews key success factors: market potential, products and services, competitive edge, 

customers, and corporate strategy. Detailed sub questions make up each of the five success factors, which are 

assigned a value from 1 (weak) to 4 (strong). Leveraging IDC’s expert understanding of the competitive landscape 

and future outlook, this document provides insight into private companies based on IDC’s unique watch score system: 

 Market potential: Market growth potential, strength of competition, and current stage of market (early 

adopters versus late majority) 

 Products and services: Level of differentiation, disruptive capability, and scalability 

 Competitive edge: Competitive landscape and peer assessment 

 Customers: Number of existing customers, quality of existing customer base, geographic reach, and size of 

addressable market in the coming years given the vendor’s current capabilities 

 Corporate strategy: Go-to-market strategy, management pedigree, and financial status (running on venture 

capital with insignificant revenue versus self-sustaining and not seeking additional rounds of funding) 

Download the full report here: http://idcdocserv.com/251685    Source:  HG Data 
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INDUSTRY NEWS 
 

Bürgel Launches Manager Network Powered by Axon Insight 

Germany based Bürgel announced the launch of BÜRGEL MANAGER NETWORK powered by Axon Insight.  

Bürgel Manager network is a Web-based service which provides a graphic illustration of how top-decision makers 

are linked with a company’s own contacts. 

Essentially the new service answers questions such as:  Who is conducting business with whom and how are they 

networked?  Do my contacts know each other, if yes, how well are they connected?  How can I utilize my contacts 

to generate new leads?  In the past it was difficult to find answers to these questions and even if attempted it 

would have been quite time consuming to find the answers.  

Now there is a solution which answers any of these questions quite easily and expeditiously:  BÜRGEL 

MANAGER NETWORK powered by Axon Insight.    Source:  Bürgel Press Release 

Onvia Q3 Revenues Up 5% 

Total revenue for the quarter ended September 30, 2014 was $5.7 million, up by 5% compared to the same 

period last year.  Subscription revenue for the quarter ended September 30, 2014 grew 6% over the same period 

in 2013.  The growth in subscription revenue is primarily a result of improved client retention and contract 

expansions over the last three quarters.   

ACV increased by 7% to $21.1 million in Q3 2014 from $19.8 million one year ago.  As previously announced, 

growth in ACV indicates that new client acquisitions, contract expansions and improving client retention rates have 

more than offset the impact of client attrition.  ACV represents the aggregate annual value of subscription 

contracts and is a leading indicator of future revenue growth 

ACVC increased 18% to $6,286 in Q3 2014 compared to $5,333 in Q3 2013.  In addition, ACVC for new clients 

increased 24% to$14,908 from $12,053 in Q3 2013.  The continued growth in new client ACVC demonstrates the 

Company’s success in acquiring clients with a strategic interest in the public sector at a regional or national 

level.  Companies within this target market typically have higher ACVC and renew at higher rates, which are key 

attributes of a profitable long-term client. 

As of September 30, 2014, Onvia had 3,350 clients, down 9% from 3,700 clients during the same period last 

year.  The Company’s decline in client count is expected as a result of the decision to transition to a more 

strategic target market.   

Adjusted EBITDA (Earnings before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation and Amortization, and non-cash stock-based 

compensation) for the quarter ended September 30, 2014 increased 9% to $787,000 from $722,000 in Q3 2013. 

Net loss was $42,000 or $(0.01) cents per diluted share in Q3 2014 compared to $98,000 or $(0.01) cents per 

diluted share in Q3 2013. 

At September 30, 2014, cash, cash equivalents and available for sale investments increased to $8.0 

million compared to $7.6 million at the end of 2013.   Management believes that the remaining cash balance is 

adequate to fund operations until Adjusted EBITDA and free cash flow accelerate. 

Source: Onvia Earnings Release 
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INDUSTRY NEWS 
 

Amazon to Take on Yelp and Angie’s List 

Amazon Launches a new service to Take On Yelp and Angie’s List, which aims to match shoppers with service 

professionals such as handymen, installation technicians, and other professionals. 

Services works by monitoring certain search terms, such as “Television,” and then prompting users to shop for “a 

top rated technician” using a Services interface that looks a lot like what you see when shopping for any Amazon 

product. Customers can then pick from a range of TV installation businesses, add a particular business’s service 

to their cart, and checkout as normal.   According to Amazon’s website, businesses wishing to participate in 

Services must pay for a background check, and give the online retailer a cut of all services sold. Amazon gets 

20% of services priced more than $1,000, and 15% of any less expensive offerings. A monthly subscription fee 

will also be introduced, but is being waived by Amazon until July of 2015. 

All services sold through the site are backed by Amazon’s “Happiness Guarantee,” which promises a full refund if 

customers are unsatisfied with their purchase.  While Services appears to be currently limited to installations, 

the Wall Street Journal reports that Amazon hopes to expand their product to cover fitness instructors, music 

teachers, and a wide variety of other service providers. 

Following initial reports on Amazon Services, there was speculation as to whether Services would hurt existing 

review platforms like Yelp and Angie’s List. In the latter case, the unveiling of Amazon’s product could not have 

come at a worse time.  Angie’s List stock has lost over 30% of its value since late October, following a slowdown 

in paid memberships and missed profit expectations. As of press time, shares of Angie’s List were down 5% for 

the day. 

In Yelp’s case, however, Amazon Services may have chosen to co-exist rather than compete. Amazon includes 

Yelp reviews of all services offered through the site, in addition to reviews by Amazon users. 

This integration could give Yelp a boost in its ongoing battle with Angie’s List, especially in the services sector, 

where many industry watchers consider Yelp to be weaker. Of course, Amazon could opt to remove Yelp reviews 

once it builds a sufficiently large review archive of its own. 

Services are currently operating in 15 cities across nine states. According to Reuters, the company plans to 

gradually expand the program as it measures demand and tests logistics; a strategy similar to how the company 

launched its grocery delivery service, Amazon Fresh. 

The review platform is just the latest instance of Amazon taking on a new market. In the last year, the company 

has entered the mobile industry with the Amazon Fire smartphone, challenged Square with its own credit card 

reader, taken on Roko and Google with the Amazon Fire TV Stick, and released Alexa, a voice-based digital 

assistant and clear competitor to Apple’s Siri. 

On Tuesday, Skift reported that Amazon plans to announce a travel service that would compete with Expedia. 

Amazon did respond to Skift’s request for comment. Amazon has now debunked the report (“We have no intent to 

launch a travel site,” an Amazon spokesperson told MONEY), but the rumor’s pervasiveness shows how the 

company’s willingness to go after new markets has infiltrated the public consciousness. 

Source:  Money 
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INDUSTRY NEWS 
 

UK Payday Lenders Face a Day of Reckoning 

According to the Financial Times nearly all of Britain’s hundreds of 

payday lenders will be wiped out once new regulations come into 

force early next year, the Financial Conduct Authority said on Friday, 

days after Wonga was forced to write off the debts of 330,000 of its 

customers.    

The FCA said 99 per cent of the UK’s 400 payday lenders will be 

forced to shut down when its cap on the cost of credit comes into 

effect.  Wonga, which reported a halving of profits this week, is 

expected to be one of only four survivors.  Wonga chief Andy Haste 

admitted that the business will shrink and requires a fundamental 

change.   

Payday lenders, which typically offer small loans online at high 

interest rates, enjoyed years of explosive growth after the financial crisis, tapping demand from cash-strapped 

borrowers in need of instant cash for short periods.  But critics have accused them of preying on the poor, pointing 

to interest rates that sometimes exceed 5,000 per cent on an annualized basis. 

A report by the Office of Fair Trading last year said that more than one in four payday loans were not paid back on 

time and were rolled over into fresh debt, increasing the borrower’s costs.   Source: Financial Times 

Acxiom and DMG in Strategic Alliance For The Multicultural Market Place 

DMG Solutions, a veteran player in the multicultural media/marketing space, and Acxiom®, an enterprise data, 

analytics and software-as-a-service company, have entered into an agreement to launch a full suite of data-driven 

services under the "DMG powered by AOS™ (Audience Operating System™)" umbrella. 

AOS –Acxiom's proprietary tool created to address the marketing disconnect by accomplishing true 1 to 1 

marketing at scale- will provide unprecedented reach to DMG and has already identified more than 60 million 

multicultural adults in the U.S.  As a result of this partnership, marketers will no longer be at the mercy of sampling 

methodologies that have inadequately described this dynamic and growing consumer market. 

DMG has been an independent multicultural marketing solutions provider for the last 20 years. While working with 

clients such as Exxon/Mobil, DirecTV, Novo Nordisk, Humana, Anheuser-Busch and Burger King amongst others, 

DMG has specialized in the Direct Response and Direct Marketing spaces. It has developed numerous proprietary 

multicultural management tools for its roster of clients. 

About:  DMG is one of the largest independent, minority owned Media/Marketing Solutions providers in the 

multicultural space working with some of the largest corporations in the US on National programs for the last 20 

years. Their results driven approach sets them apart from other multicultural marketplace providers, and has 

allowed them to create a unique set of proprietary performance measurement and enhancement tools and 

approaches that drive measurable, results centric, client programs.   Source:  IReachcontent.com/news 
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INDUSTRY NEWS: 
 

Acxiom Q2 2014 Revenues Down 3% (Quarter Ending Sept. 30
th

 2014) 

Total revenue was down 3 percent compared to the 

second quarter of fiscal 2014 as a result of expected IT 

Infrastructure Management declines. 

 Marketing and Data Services revenue was $204 

million, up 2 percent compared to the second 

quarter of fiscal 2014. 

 IT Infrastructure Management revenue was 

down approximately 17 percent compared to the 

same period a year ago. 

 AOS® revenue, which includes LiveRamp, was 

approximately $15 million in the quarter. 

 Gross media spend through the Audience 

Operating System was approximately $37 

million, up 32 percent compared to the first 

quarter of fiscal 2015. 

GAAP operating income and diluted earnings per share 

were down due to expenses associated with business separation and transformation activities, non-cash 

compensation and acquired intangible asset amortization, as well as declines in IT Infrastructure Management.  

Net loss per diluted share from continuing operations was $0.02 compared to earnings per share of $0.12 a year 

ago. Unusual items, non-cash compensation and intangible asset amortization impacted GAAP earnings per 

share by $0.20 in the quarter. Unusual items included expenses associated with the Company's restructuring 

activities, separation and transformation initiatives and LiveRamp acquisition costs.   The Company tightens its 

full year revenue and earnings per share guidance. 

Source: Acxiom Earnings Release 

Harte Hanks Q3 2014 Revenues Flat 

Harte Hanks third quarter 2014 revenues of $134.1 million were relatively consistent with the $135.0 million of 

revenues in the same quarter last year. 

 Customer Interaction revenues were $121.1 million compared to $121.3 million in the same quarter last 

year. Within Customer Interaction, our Financial Services vertical grew from increased credit card solicitation 

and home equity loan generation activity. In addition, we witnessed growth in our Technology, Auto and 

Consumer Brands, and Select market verticals largely from expansion of marketing programs with existing 

customers and the addition of several new customers. These increases were offset by a decrease in 

revenues in our Retail vertical as the result of expense reduction efforts from a couple of large retailers. 

 Trillium Software revenues declined 4.3% principally driven by decreased software license revenues. 

Maintenance and professional service revenues slightly decreased compared to the third quarter last year. 

Operating income for the quarter was $10.6 million compared to $8.4 million for the same quarter last year. Third 

quarter 2013 results included a $2.8 million impairment charge related to the Aberdeen trade name. 

Source:  Seeking Alpha 
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BIG DATA AND PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS 
 

FirstRain API Launched  

FirstRain introduced a powerful, new analytics application programming interface (API) – the FirstRain 

API – at the DataWeek + API World Conference and Expo.   

For the first time, this new API enables enterprise application developers to embed FirstRain’s just-in-time 

analytics, designed to increase customer engagement and grow revenue, within their enterprise mobile, e-tablet 

and Web applications.  Unlike with typical customer and market intelligence solutions, developers can use 

FirstRain API to provide a deeply personal information experience within their key applications – on any device – 

increasing user engagement and predicting the emerging customer and market changes impacting their daily 

decisions. 

The FirstRain API provides enterprise developers with real-time, data-level access to the powerful proprietary 

FirstRain business graph – generated using real-time big data analytics of millions of sources, documents and 

social media from across the global web. The FirstRain business graph extracts the deep, interconnected 

relationships between companies, businesses and markets, and also includes access to users’ own personal 

predictive analytics profiles through a RESTful secure API. This combination of business and personal analytics 

profiles allows developers to deliver actionable business insights within their own high-value apps. These may 

include, for example, enterprise applications like sales acceleration technologies that tell users who to call, when 

to call and what to say, or strategic planning applications that advise executives on key developments deep in 

their customers that can drive growth or identify risk, or applications to analyze supply chain risk. 

Using the FirstRain API, enterprise developers can quickly build customized tablet or mobile applications, 

enterprise customer relationship management (CRM) and master data management (MDM) integrations, merge 

into existing sales acceleration technologies and develop specialized functions such as search and email briefs, 

all with the same API calls used by FirstRain in its global enterprise products.  The FirstRain API empowers 

FirstRain customers and partners to develop solutions that will: 

 Increase the Quality and Frequency of Customer Engagement – FirstRain API allows enterprise developers to 

build solutions that combine external and internal customer insights, which helps users engage their customers 

more often and more effectively. 

 Guide Activities to Drive More Opportunities – FirstRain API gives developers access to analytics that can be 

integrated into applications that guide sales professionals by prompting them with just-in-time insights to help 

them identify new business opportunities. 

 Reduce Risk Through Real-Time Understanding of Customer and Market Events –FirstRain API provides 

relevant and actionable market and customer insights that can be part of mission-critical enterprise applications. 

In addition to FirstRain’s Personal Business Analytics™ end-user tools and its new API, FirstRain’s cloud-based 

OEM platform solutions also integrate into almost any third-party environment, with zero disruption to existing IT 

operations. Many enterprise and OEM platform customers also choose to add the full power of FirstRain’s 

personal business analytics with a single line of code, making them fully-deployed within days. 

Source:  Businesswire.com  To read more about First Rain click on this link 
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REGULATORY NEWS 
 

Urgent Calls for FHFA to “Update Credit Models as Soon as Possible” 

In a November 18, 2014 letter to Melvin Watt, Director of the U.S. Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA)  

http://www.warren.senate.gov/files/documents/FHFA_Warner_Warren_letter.pdf U.S. senators Mark Warner and 

Elizabeth Warren offered six steps that the agency should take   “to build a housing finance 

infrastructure for the future”. The step encouraged the FHFA to “determine whether mortgage 

originators should be able to use alternative scoring models offered by FICO and its 

competitors”.  This request falls on the heels of a November 14, 2014 a more specific letter to 

Watt http://www.nclc.org/images/pdf/credit_reports/fhfa_letter-38-mil-cant-wait-for-updated-

scoring-11142014.pdf from a group of eighteen consumer advocacy organizations calling on 

Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac to immediately “adopt updated models that better predict credit 

worthiness for consumers with medical debt and thin files”.  

This is a rare situation whereby consumer advocates and democratic legislators are now aligned with the U.S. 

credit reporting industry which has been toting the benefits associated with VantageScore, the credit risk model 

developed jointly by Equifax, Experian and TransUnion.  Courtesy of BIIA Contributing Editor Chet Wiermanski 

Member Alert: Regulatory Update October and November 2014 by Mike Bradford – 

Regulatory Strategies 

Headlines from the October Regulatory Strategies Newsletter:   Fines for nuisance calls 

and texts  -  International enforcement co-operations - EU Data Protection Update:  In the 

attached document there is an EU update from a Regulatory Strategies’ partner, Newgate Public 

Relations, in Brussels, and provides an insight into the progress of the EU’s draft data protection 

regulation.  The progress on the Data Protection Regulation has been at a steady pace so far but 

it changed to a gallop last month.   To read more click on the link 

Member Alert:  November Regulatory Strategies Newsletter - European Data Protection is Gaining 

Momentum!  To read more click on the link 

With the partial general approach being agreed upon at Council level last month on the obligations for data 

controllers and processors, the negotiations on the Data Protection Regulation finally seem to have gained 

momentum. Andrea Voshoff, Germany’s Federal Data Protection Commissioner applauded the progress made: “I 

am now optimistic that the EU data protection reform process will be finished in 2015.” 

Lack of Awareness of IT Professionals Concerning Data Protection Regulations:  Rather alarming news 

came from a survey conducted by a UK IT company to test the attitudes of IT professionals towards regulation 

and compliance issues for 2015. It appeared from the results that there is lack of awareness for the planned Data 

Protection Regulation: more than half of the respondents did not know what the general data protection regulation 

means and a third of them confessed to not knowing whether their policies were compliant. These results show 

that businesses must take swift action to prepare themselves for the upcoming legislation and adapt their 

operating methods to the new requirements. 

Source:  Mike Bradford, Founder of Regulatory Strategies and BIIA’s Expert Adviser on Privacy and Regulatory Affairs.  

Mike Bradford can be reached at:  http://www.regulatorystrategies.co.uk/  
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